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The lightning-induced voltage in 10-kV overhead distribution lines was calculated
and analyzed using the Agrawal coupling model and second-order finite
difference-time domain (FDTD) method. The influence of lightning position
on lightning-induced voltage was analyzed using the concept of indirect
lightning withstanding levels. To achieve the limiting effect on lightning-
induced voltage in 10-kV lines, the installation density of surge arresters
should not be less than 1 group per 200–300m.
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1 Introduction

Power grid safety has attracted considerable research attention (Yang et al., 2022a;
Yang et al., 2022b; Zhang et al., 2023). Considering that users are in close contact with
distribution networks, the safe operation of these networks is crucial (Li et al., 2023; Li
et al., 2024). Distribution lines have low insulation level and dense line corridors. In
addition to direct lightning, other safety hazards may exist under the influence of
lightning-induced voltage (Zeng et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2020). The
systematic and comprehensive understanding of lightning-induced voltage
characteristics of overhead distribution lines through accurate calculations is crucial
to the lightning protection of distribution lines (Tatematsu and Noda, 2014; Thang et al.,
2015). The lightning-induced voltage in overhead lines is theoretically investigated
through two key methods: analytical and numerical methods. The analytical method
is based on electrostatic theory, according to which the electric field between a thunder
cloud and the ground has a binding effect on the charges of a distribution line. The bound
charges move to both ends of the line in the form of traveling waves, generating
overvoltage after the discharge between the thunder cloud and the ground. Although
several studies have attempted to improve this method, only the amplitude of lightning-
induced voltage can be calculated through this method, with large calculation errors (Yu
et al., 2022). The numerical method is based on the electromagnetic theory, which has
been adopted by Western scholars since the late 1960s. This theory assumes lightning
electromagnetic pulse (LEMP) excited by return-stroke current as an excitation source.
Accordingly, the lightning-induced voltage is evaluated by solving the coupling equation
between LEMP and the conductors. Based on this theory, scholars have proposed a variety
of field–line coupling models, which are currently used (Taylor et al., 1965; Agrawal et al.,
1980; Rachidi, 1993).

Based on the electromagnetic theory, studies have extensively examined the
lightning-induced voltage in overhead lines and obtained effective results. Zhang
et al. investigated the influence of the topographic slope and stratified conductivity
structure of mountains on lightning-induced voltage by using the two-dimensional
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finite-difference time-domain (2D FDTD) method. The results
indicated that overvoltage amplitude primarily depends on the
conductivity of surface soil when the thickness of surface soil is
greater than 5 m, and the influence of soil stratification can be
neglected (Zhang J. B. et al., 2019). Liu et al. established a macro-
model based on the Agrawal field–line coupling model and
calculated the lightning-induced flashover rate of 10-kV
overhead lines in North China (Liu and Fan, 2019). Based on
the Agrawal model, Rizk et al. analyzed the protection effects of
shield wires and surge arresters on lightning-induced voltage
using a transient model representing those components by
determining points of discontinuity on overhead lines (Rizk
et al., 2020). Zhang et al. analyzed the effects of overhead
shielding wires on the lightning-induced voltage of multi-
conductor lines with different earth conductivities based on
the Agrawal model and 2-D FDTD method (Zhang L. et al.,
2019). Because the effective intensity of the horizontal electric
field varies with the angle between the electric field propagation
direction and the conductor, the lightning-induced voltage
amplitude of the point nearest to the lightning position (point
N) is not necessarily the highest (Yu et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2020).
However, the study did not consider the influence of different
lightning positions on lightning-induced voltage in overhead
lines. Yu et al. analyzed the influence of return-stroke current
amplitude on the lightning-induced voltage of overhead lines but
did not investigate the bearing capacity of overhead lines to
lightning-induced voltage (Yu et al., 2022). Wang et al. evaluated
the waveform and statistical characteristics of the lightning-
induced voltage in overhead distribution lines with surge
arresters. In addition, the waveforms and amplitudes of the
lightning-induced overvoltage in 10-kV distribution lines with
different numbers of surge arresters were compared and analyzed
(Wang et al., 2012). However, the study assumed that the
lightning-induced voltage amplitude is the highest at point N,
and the distribution characteristics of the lightning-induced
voltage amplitude along the lines was not fully considered.
Based on a genetic algorithm and considering the safety and
economy of the overhead lines, Massague et al. proposed a
heuristic method to optimize the number and position of
surge arresters (Massague et al., 2015). However, this method
does not quantitatively analyze the improvement in the lightning
performance of the overhead lines after the configuration of surge
arresters. The aforementioned studies have not considered the
occurrence of negative-polarity oscillations due to the influence
of surge arresters and the superposition of the oscillations on the
negative pulse of lightning-induced voltage.

Previous studies on the lightning-induced voltage in
overhead distribution lines mostly focused on waveforms and
amplitudes (Cai et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015; Borghetti et al.,
2021; Santos and Piantini, 2021), and few studies have reported
on the lightning performance of overhead lines. This is because
the industry’s understanding of the lightning performance of
overhead lines is primarily based on direct lightning strike
(Vasconcellos et al., 2022). The performance of overhead lines
under lightning-induced voltage has yet to be explored
systematically and comprehensively. To this end, the present
paper proposes the concept of indirect lightning withstanding
level of overhead lines under the influence of lightning-induced

voltage, based on the calculation of the lightning-induced
voltage in overhead lines. The results indicated that lightning
position has notable effects on the amplitude distribution and
polarity reversal position of lightning-induced voltage. The
lightning-induced voltage characteristics of overhead lines
with different lightning positions should be determined to
realize lightning protection. In addition, because the
installation of surge arrester is crucial to the lightning
protection of overhead lines, this study performed systematic
and quantitative analysis on the amplitude distribution of the
lightning-induced voltage and the indirect lightning
withstanding level of overhead lines with different surge-
arrester configurations. Considering high lightning failure
rates and direct contact with users, 10-kV single circuit
overhead lines were regarded as the research object. The
research results may provide effective theoretical support for
the systematic understanding of the lightning-induced voltage
characteristics of overhead lines and the rational allocation of
lightning protection resources.

2 Computing method

2.1 Field-line coupling model

The lightning-induced overvoltage of overhead lines excited
using LEMP can be described mathematically using field-line
coupling equations. Among the field–line coupling models
reported in the literature, the Agrawal model was adopted in this
study to calculate the lightning-induced voltage in overhead lines
because the model presents an easy understanding of the physical
concept and facilitates the solution of excitation sources (Taylor
et al., 1965).

∂
∂x

Vs
i x, t( )[ ] + ξgij[ ] ⊗ ∂

∂t
Ii x, t( )[ ] + Lij[ ] ∂

∂t
Ii x, t( )[ ]

� Ex x, hi, t( )[ ] (1)
∂
∂x

Ii x, t( )[ ] + Cij[ ] ∂
∂t

Vs
i x, t( )[ ] � 0 (2)

Vi
i x, t( )[ ] � − ∫ hi

0
Ez x, z, t( )dz[ ] (3)

where Vi, Vs, and I denote the incident voltage, scattered
voltage, and total current, respectively. The scattered voltage
and incident voltage are induced by the scattered field and the
incident field, respectively. The incident field is generated by the
lightning channel and the ground-reflected field in the absence
of line conductors. The scattered field is generated by the
reaction of the overhead conductors to the incident field. L
and C denote the line inductance and the line capacitance per
unit length, respectively. ξg denotes ground impedance. Ex and
EZ denote the horizontal and vertical components of the return-
stroke electric field, respectively; i and j denote the wire serial
number, and h and t denote the wire height and time,
respectively. The second-order FDTD method was used to
discretize Eqs 1, 2. The discrete matrices of [Vi

s] and [Ii]
were obtained (Paolone, 2001). The two ends of the lines
were applied as boundaries for the numerical calculations.
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The scattered voltages were calculated using the following
expressions (Paolone, 2001):

Vs
i 0, t( )[ ] � − R0[ ] Ii 0, t( )[ ] + ∫ hi

0
Ez x, z, t( )dz[ ] (4)

Vs
i L, t( )[ ] � RL[ ] Ii L, t( )[ ] + ∫ hi

0
Ez x, z, t( )dz[ ] (5)

where RO and RL denote the grounding impedance of both ends of
the lines, andVg is the sum ofVi andVs representing the total voltage
across the differential points on the lines. Matching grounding
impedance is connected at the two ends of the line to prevent
wave reflection.

This work use Agrawal coupling model and 2D FDTD method to
calculate the lightning-induced voltage in overhead distribution lines,
which is a very mature calculation method in trade. The specific
implementation process will not be repeated in this article. In
addition, the computational accuracy verification of this method has
been described in detail in document (Rachidi, 1993), and will not be
discussed in detail in here.

2.2 Computational model with
surge arresters

The corresponding positions on the lines that the pole equipped
with surge arresters were considered “discontinuous points”
(Paolone, 2001). The scattered voltage at each discontinuous
point can be calculated using the following expression:

Vn+1
k � F In+1g( ) + ∫ h

0
Ez x, z, t( )dz (6)

where k is the node serial number on the line, F denotes the voltage
of the surge arrester when the impulse current flows through it
(F(Ig) = Rg. Ig), and Ig denotes the impulse current.

In+1g � 2In+1k−1 − In+1k−2 − 2In+1k+1 + In+1k+2 (7)

This study assumed that the poles were grounded with a
resistance Rg = 30Ω. The volt–ampere characteristics of the
surge arrester valve plates are listed in Table 1.

2.3 Computing method of LEMP

Calculated using the FDTD method, Ex and EZ were considered
the two excitation sources of the Agrawal coupling model. The
FDTDmethod, which considers geoelectric parameters, has superior
computational performance (Yu et al., 2017). This study used this
method to evaluate the characteristics of LEMP.

The return-stroke current is the excitation source of LEMP.
Studies have combined the base-current and return-stroke models to
mathematically describe the physical process of return stroke. This

study approximated the base current of the return-stroke channel by
adding a double exponential function and a Heidler function (Nucci
et al., 1990):

i 0, t( ) � I01 · t/τ1( )2
t/τ1( )2 + 1[ ] · e−t/τ2 + I02 · e−t/τ3 − e−t/τ4( ) (8)

where I01 and I02 denote the amplitudes of the base current, τ1 and τ4
denote the rise times of the base current, and τ2 and τ3 denote the
decay times of the base current. The modified transmission-line
model with linear current decay with height (MTLL) offers concise
expression, easy implementation, fewer variables, and high degree of
consistency with the measured data. Therefore, the return-stroke
process was simulated using the MTLL model (Rakov and Uman,
1998; Gomes and Cooray, 2000):

i z′, t( ) � 1 − z′/H( )i 0, t − z′/v( ) t≥ z′/v
0 t< z′/v

⎧⎨⎩ (9)

where z’ denotes the height of any point in the return-stroke
channel, i (z’, t) represents the current at the height of z’ in the
channel at time t, v denotes the return-stroke speed, and H denotes
the height of the return-stroke channel.

Figure 1 illustrates the lightning-induced voltage in 220-V civil
overhead lines. One end of the lines was accessible to the user, and
the other end was an S11 series 10-kV/0.4-kV fully sealed S11-M-50/
10 distribution transformer with a capacity of 50 kVA. The
observation point was located 5 m away from the building. The
lightning position was approximately 400 m away from the
conductor, equidistant from both ends of the conductor. The
amplitude of the return-stroke current was approximately 20 kA.
Figure 2 illustrates a comparison between the calculated lightning-
induced voltage in overhead lines and the measured values. The

TABLE 1 Volt–ampere characteristics of the surge arrester valve plate.

Voltage/V 25980 29100 31140 33300 47460 51000 56640

Current/A 0.0012 0.006 0.06 0.6 3000 6000 12000

FIGURE 1
Top view of overhead lines and lightning position.
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numerically obtained results in this study are consistent with the
measured voltage, confirming the accuracy of the proposed
calculation method.

3 Indirect lightning performance

3.1 Calculation conditions

This study performed calculations to evaluate 10-kV overhead
distribution lines. The erection conditions of the pole are illustrated
in Figure 3. The height of the conductors from the ground was 10 m.

Figure 4 shows the relationship between lightning positions and
overhead lines. The length of the lines was 6 km, and the span was
100 m. The distance between two adjacent observation points was
500 m, with a total of 13 observation points. In addition, the
influence of conductor sag was not considered in the calculations
because of the small span of the 10-kV line. The return-stroke
current was calculated using Eqs 8, 9, and the following parameter
values were used: I01 = 4.2 kA, I02 = 7.27 kA, τ1 = 0.072 µs, τ2 = 10 µs,

τ3 = 20 µs, τ4 = 0.5 µs, H = 7 km, v = 1.5 × 108 m/s, and σ = 2.0 ×
10−3 S/m and ε = 10 (σ denotes earth conductivity, ε denotes earth
relative permittivity). The return-stroke current amplitude was
10 kA. Figure 5 shows the Channel base current waveform.

3.2 Influence of lightning position on
lightning-induced voltage

The probability of insulator string breakdown under a certain
impulse voltage is 50%, and the corresponding impulse voltage is
denoted as U50%. The impulse flashover of the overhead lines was
determined by comparing the amplitude of the overvoltage pulse
with the U50% of the insulator string (IEEE Guide for Improving,
2011). If the amplitude of the overvoltage pulse was lower thanU50%,
the flashover of the insulator string did not occur. Therefore,
accurately determining the position of the highest amplitude
pulse of lightning-induced voltage on the line is necessary for
calculating the indirect lightning withstanding level. The
influence of the lightning position on the amplitude distribution
of the lightning-induced voltage pulse in overhead lines is stronger
than that of other factors. Figure 6 shows the distribution conditions
of the pulse amplitude of lightning-induced voltages when the
lightning positions were points A–E depicted in Figure 4.

The amplitude distribution of lightning-induced voltage pulse
was considerably different when the lightning position was different.
The overall distribution trend indicated that the pulse amplitude was
higher in the area close to point N. The pulse amplitude on the wire
extending along both sides of point N gradually decreased, and the
decline speeds of the pulse amplitude in the two directions were
different. Considering the non-stationary charge in the wire, the
directional motion of the charge generates a “wave,” which serves as
a circuit connected to the two ends of the wire. Under the action of
waves, the lightning-induced voltage on the wire exhibits a
symmetrical distribution, and the two ends exhibit opposite
polarities. Consequently, a “polarity reversal” occurs in the wire.

At lightning positions A–E, the difference in maximum
amplitude of the positive lightning-induced voltage pulse was
negligible. Neglecting the differences in pulse polarity, the
maximum amplitudes of the lightning-induced voltage pulse
corresponding to the five lightning positions from high to low
were as follows: E > B ≈ C ≈ D > A. The polarity of the
lightning-induced voltage pulse changed on the side close to the
observation point 1, resulting in different pulse polarities at both
ends of the wires; this is consistent with the observation results
(Barker et al., 1996; Michishita et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2003). As
reported in the literature (Yang et al., 2003), the charges with
opposite polarities accumulated at both ends of the wires,
resulting in opposite potentials at the two ends of the wires.

Comparative analysis revealed that the position where the
polarity of the lightning-induced voltage pulse changed exhibited
the same change trend as that at the lightning position. The
lightning-induced voltage at both ends of the wire (points 1 and
13) exhibited a change trend that was different from those at other
observation points. This is because the matching grounding was
adopted for the calculations to minimize the influence of the
refraction and reflection of traveling waves. Terminal voltage
largely varied with the value of grounding resistance. The pole

FIGURE 2
Comparison between the numerically calculated lightning-
induced voltage in overhead lines and the measured data.

FIGURE 3
Pole erection condition of the10 kV overhead distribution lines.
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numbers at point N corresponding to the five lightning positions
were 11, 21, 31, 41, and 51. However, the pole numbers
corresponding to the maximum amplitude of the lightning-
induced voltage pulses were 11, 35, 43, 41, and 20. Although the
overall distribution trend of the lightning-induced voltage pulse
amplitude on the wire was closer to that at point N, the lightning-

induced voltage pulse amplitude of point N does not necessarily
increase. In addition, the variation trend of the lightning-induced
voltage pulse amplitude on both sides of point N were inconsistent,
resulting in an asymmetric distribution of the pulse amplitude. At
lightning positions A–D, the maximum amplitude of the lightning-
induced voltage pulse was in the positive pulse region, and some
peak amplitudes were located at or near point N. At lightning
position E, the maximum amplitude of the lightning-induced
voltage pulse did not appear in the adjacent area of point N but
appeared in the negative pulse region.

The aforementioned phenomena can be represented using the
Agrawal coupling model. The lightning-induced voltage of a
conductor is determined by Ex and EZ, which are the excitation
sources of Vs and Vi, and the intensity of Ex is higher than that of EZ
(Michishita et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2003). The intensity of EZ was the
highest atN, but the effective value ofEx variedwith the angle between the
electric field propagation direction and the conductor (Yu et al., 2019; Yu
et al., 2020). Therefore, the total excitation intensity of Ex and EZ at point
Nwas not necessarily the highest. Meanwhile, because of the influence of
traveling waves on the conductor, the pulse amplitude of pointNwas not
necessarily the highest. Furthermore, the pulse amplitude of lightning-
induced voltage at the symmetrical positions on both sides of pointN did
not exhibit a symmetrical distribution. In addition, the smaller the
distance from the “polarity-reversal” position, the lower the amplitude
of the lightning-induced voltage pulse. At the lightning position E, the
polarity reversal occurred in the region of poles 40 and 41. The lightning-
induced voltage to the left of pole 40 was relatively weak because of the
polarity reversal, and the maximum amplitude of the negative-polarity
pulse exceeded that of the positive-polarity pulse.

3.3 Indirect lightning withstanding level

The lightning withstanding level of the transmission line is
defined as the maximum lightning current amplitude of
insulation without impulse flashover when lightning directly
strikes the overhead line. Conventionally, a lightning strike refers
to the direct striking of lightning on the line, for example, striking at
the pole, shielding wire, and wire. The present study analyzed
indirect lightning withstanding. The maximum return-stroke

FIGURE 4
Relationship between the lightning positions and overhead lines.

FIGURE 5
Channel base current waveform.

FIGURE 6
Distribution conditions of lightning-induced voltage pulse
amplitude at lightning positions A–E.
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current amplitude of insulation without impulse flashover when the
lightning position is near the overhead lines. Because the lightning-
induced voltage pulse amplitude of pointNwas not the highest in all
cases (Yu et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2020), unnecessary human error is
caused when the pulse amplitude at point N is used to calculate the
indirect lightning withstanding level.

Pin-type insulators of ceramic materials are mostly used in 10-
kV overhead lines, and U50% of the insulators is assigned 170 kV
according to test measurements. Figure 7 displays the indirect
lightning withstanding levels corresponding to the five lightning
positions. The five lightning positions in the decreasing order of
indirect lightning withstanding levels can be arranged as follows: A >
D ≈ C ≈ B > E; this is consistent with the calculation results
illustrated in Figure 6. The distribution range of the indirect
lightning withstanding level corresponding to the five lightning
positions was 147–176 kA. At lightning positions B, C, and D,
the indirect lightning withstanding levels were relatively close,
and the difference between the indirect lightning withstanding
levels at B and D was approximately 10 kA. The difference
between the indirect lightning withstanding levels at A and E was
approximately 30 kA.

4 Influence of surge arresters on
indirect lightning withstanding level

Because of the superior performance of overvoltage limiting
devices, surge arresters are widely used and offer effective lightning
protection to transmission lines (IEEE Guide for Improving, 2011).
Using the computational model discussed in Section 2.2, this study
evaluated the lightning-induced voltage characteristics and the
effects of different surge arrester configurations on the indirect
lightning withstanding level of 10-kV single circuit lines. The
polarity of lightning-induced voltage pulses in distribution lines
change with lightning positions. To comprehensively and intuitively
analyze the influence of different surge arresters configurations on
lightning-induced voltage, one observation point was selected in the
positive-pulse region and another one was selected in the negative-
pulse region. Poles 15 and 30 poles were taken as observation points

on the line. Many working conditions were derived from the
combination of different simulation configurations. The surge
arresters were evenly distributed: one group of surge arresters
was configured for every 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10 poles, and the total
numbers of surge arresters in the groups were 31, 21, 16, 13, and 7,
respectively. In addition, excluding the situation without surge
arresters (0 group), six types of surge arrester configurations were
applied. The lightning position was C, and other calculation
parameters were consistent with those discussed in Section 3.1.
To highlight the difference between the effects of different surge
arrester configurations, a high return-stroke current amplitude was
selected. Figure 8 shows the pulse amplitude distribution of the
lightning-induced voltage of six surge arrester configurations. As
illustrated in Figure 8, y-axis represents the pulse amplitude of the
lightning-induced voltage. The line is protected by surge arresters in
the first five scenarios, but not in the last scenario. Figure 9 shows the
lightning-induced voltage waveforms at two observation points
when the return stroke-current amplitudes were 50 and 100 kA.

As illustrated in Figure 9, the influence of the surge arresters
considerably changed the pulse amplitude distribution of lightning-
induced voltage. Typically, the clamping effect on the lightning-
induced voltage in the line improves with the density of surge
arresters, but the two parameters do not have a linear relationship.

In the configuration with 31 groups of surge arresters, the overall
pulse amplitude of the lightning-induced voltage was relatively low;
when the number of surge arrester groups was 21, 16 and 13, the
influence on the corresponding pulse amplitude distribution was
negligible. The voltage limiting effect of 21 surge arrester groups was
slightly stronger than that of the other two, and the pulse amplitude
at point N and its vicinity in the three cases (21, 16, and 13 groups)
was considerably higher than that for 31 surge arrester groups.
When the number of surge arrester groups was 7, the inhibition
effect on the lightning-induced voltage pulse amplitude of the entire
line decreased substantially. Thus, the lightning-induced overvoltage
of overhead lines can be effectively limited if the installation density
of surge arresters is not less than one group per 200–300 m,
consistent with the results reported by Yokoyama (Yokoyama
et al., 1989).

The lightning-induced voltage pulse amplitude with surge
arresters was higher than that without surge arresters in poles
13–21. This phenomenon was more prominent when the
configuration density of surge arresters was lower because
negative-polarity oscillations occur because of the action of surge
arresters, resulting in an abrupt increase in lightning-induced
voltage in nearby lines. The oscillations become stronger with the
increasing intervals between the surge arresters. A lightning-induced
negative voltage pulse is superimposed with the oscillation pulse to
produce a high-amplitude pulse voltage, consistent with the
conclusions reported by Paolone (Paolone, 2001). To reflect the
negative-polarity oscillations, a larger based current peak value is
adopted (50 and 100 kA), ensuring that the surge arresters function
desirably. At pole 15 (Figures 9A–B), the maximum amplitude of the
induced voltage pulse was higher than that without any surge
arresters when the installation density of surge arrester was lower
than 1 group for every 5 poles (13 groups in total). For the same
surge arrester configuration, the oscillations were stronger when the
return-stroke current amplitude was 50 kA than that when the
amplitude was 100 kA. This is because the number of surge

FIGURE 7
Indirect lightning withstanding levels at the five
lightning positions.
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arresters decreased with the decrease in the return-stroke current
amplitude, indirectly reducing the configuration density of the surge
arresters. Figure 10 shows the indirect lightning withstanding level
of 10-kV overhead distribution lines with different surge arrester
configurations.

As shown in Figure 10, the indirect lightning withstanding level
increased nonlinearly with the increase in the installation density of
the surge arrester. When the installation density of the surge arrester

was lower than 1 group for every 2 poles, the indirect lightning
withstanding level decreased considerably. The effects of a group of
surge arresters every 3–5 poles were negligible. For 1 group of surge
arresters for every 4 and 5 poles, the number of surge arresters in the
4-pole group was >20% higher than that in the 5-pole group, while
the indirect lightning withstanding level increased by only
approximately 1%. When the installation density of surge
arresters was reduced to 1 group every 10 poles, the

FIGURE 8
Lightning-induced voltage pulse amplitude distribution for six surge arrester configurations.

FIGURE 9
Lightning-induced voltage waveforms at two observation points for six surge arrester configurations.
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improvement of the indirect lightning withstanding level was
considerably small.

5 Conclusion

This study calculated the lightning-induced voltages of 10-kV
overhead distribution lines based on the Agrawal coupling model.
The concept of indirect lightning withstanding level was defined,
and the effects of different lightning positions and surge arrester
configurations on lightning-induced voltage and indirect lightning
withstanding level were analyzed. Based on the research and
analysis, the following conclusions were obtained.

The lightning position has notable influence on the distribution
of the lightning-induced voltage pulse amplitudes in overhead lines.
The lightning-induced voltage at symmetrical positions on both
sides of point N does not exhibit symmetrical distribution, and the
pulse amplitude at point N is not necessarily the highest.

The lightning-induced voltage pulse in the conductor exhibits
polarity reversal, and the position of polarity reversal is significantly
affected by the lightning position. The amplitude of the lightning-
induced voltage pulse decreases with the decrease in distance from
the polarity-reversal position. The maximum amplitude pulse in the
positive-polarity pulse region may likely be located at or
near point N.

The lightning position has a relatively strong influence on
indirect lightning withstanding level. Under the same conditions,
the difference in the indirect lightning withstanding level is large
when the lightning positions are close to both ends of the line, and
the difference in the indirect lightning withstanding level is
relatively small when the lightning positions are close to the
middle of the line.

The configuration of surge arresters has notable influence on
reducing lightning-induced voltage and improving indirect the

lightning withstanding level. When the installation density is
relatively low, the maximum amplitude of the induced voltage
pulse is higher than that without the surge arrester because of
the superposition of negative-polarity oscillation generated by the
surge arrester and negative-polarity lightning-induced voltage pulse.
For 10-kV overhead lines, the lightning-induced overvoltage can be
effectively limited if the installation density of surge arresters is not
less than 1 group per 200–300 m.
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FIGURE 10
Indirect lightning withstands level of 10-kV overhead distribution
lines with different surge arrester configurations.
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